Written for Temple Israel's Shabbat Unplugged Service

We Are One

Music by: Scott Stern & Paul Yedwab

Soft Rock Feel (\( \dot{\text{j}} = 80 \))

**Instrumental Introduction**
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**A Verse 1**
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We are young, we are few, but we come to you. We are old, sometimes strong, we be-
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lieve that we've come a long, long way.
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Through the hours, through the days, to tonight we've found a way. For the peace,
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_ for the prayer, for our people_ ev' - rey - where._
We are one. We are one, and tonight it has begun. We are one.

* Stop-time feel first time through after Section C.

We are one. We are one. We are one. We are one.

B Chorus (2x)

We are one. We are one. and tonight it has begun. We are one.

C

Barechu et Adonai hamavoach.

Ba'ruch Adonai hamavoach l'olam va-ed.

Repeat B